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Parity nonconservation in thallium
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We report a calculation of the parity nonconserving~PNC! E1 amplitude for the 6p1/2→6p3/2 transition in
205Tl. Our result for the reduced matrix element is (E1)PNC52(66.761.7)3 i 10211(2QW /N) a.u. Compari-
son with the experiment of Vetteret al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 2658~1995!# gives the following result for the
weak charge of205Tl: QW /QW

SM50.97(60.01)expt(60.03)theor, whereQW
SM52116.760.1 is the standard-

model prediction. This result confirms an earlier conclusion based on the analysis of a Cs experiment that
atomic PNC experiments are in agreement with the standard model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The thallium atom is the second simplest atom where p

ity nonconservation~PNC! has been observed@1,2#. The sim-
plest and best understood such atom is cesium, where th
has the accuracy of 1%@3,4# ~see also more-recent calcul
tions@5,6,7#!. That, together with the best experimental res
for Cs @8# allowed one to obtain the most-accurate result
the weak charge of the cesium nucleus@6,7#:

QW~133Cs!5272.5~3!expt~7! theor, ~1!

QW
SM~133Cs!5273.09~3!, ~2!

where Eq.~2! is the standard model prediction given in Re
@9#. Note, that these two values are in agreement with e
other. Recently there has been some discussion on the a
racy of the theory for Cs; in Ref.@10# the accuracy of the
theoretical amplitude in Cs was estimated to be 0.4%, bu
present there seems to be a consensus that it is closer to

In this paper, we report a calculation of the PNCE1 am-
plitude for the 6p1/2→6p3/2 transition in thallium. Combin-
ing this calculation with the most-accurate experiment@1#,
leads to a value of the weak charge of the205Tl nucleus that
can also be compared with the standard-model predic
@9#:

QW~205Tl!52113~1!expt~3! theor, ~3!

QW
SM~205Tl!52116.7~1!. ~4!

Again, these two values are in agreement with each ot
The atomic theory involved in both calculations is similar,
are the possible sources of theoretical uncertainty. That
possibly explain why the central values in Eq.~1! and Eq.~3!
are shifted in the same direction from the standard-mo
predictions ~note that in both cases the theoretical unc
tainty dominates the experimental one!.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II w
briefly describe the method of the calculation. More deta
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can be found in Refs.@11–13#. Results of our calculation and
a discussion of its accuracy are given in Sec. III. Our co
clusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

One important difference between thallium and cesium
that the former atom has three valence electrons abov
relatively compact and rigid core, while the latter has on
one. Correlations between three-valence electrons are
small and cannot be treated accurately by many-body pe
bation theory~MBPT!. In Ref. @11#, it was suggested tha
MBPT be combined with the configuration interaction~CI!
method for such atoms. The latter method is well suited
account for correlations between a few-valence electro
while the former method allows one to treat core-valence
core-core correlations. This combined CI and MBPT meth
was first tested in calculations of energy spectra of Tl@11#,
then for Ca, Sr, Ba, and Yb@14#. Later it was extended to the
calculations of observable such as hyperfine-structure c
stants@12# and polarizabilities@13#.

There is a significant difference in MBPT for one-electr
atoms, such as Cs, and three-electron atoms such as Tl
one-electron atoms one has to calculate only MBPT d
grams with one external line, while for many-electron ato
there are also diagrams with two, three, and more exte
lines. For combinatorial reasons the number of such d
grams grows rapidly with the number of external lines, ma
ing calculations for many-electron atoms much-more co
plicated. Fortunately, the three-particle diagrams appear t
small for Tl @11#. If the three-particle diagrams are neglecte
the effective Hamiltonian for valence electrons is a tw
particle operator, which not only drastically reduces the nu
ber of diagrams at the MBPT stage of the calculation, bu
also essential for the CI stage of the calculation because
Hamiltonian matrix remains sparse.

It was recently shown for Cs@5–7# that the Breit interac-
tion correction is larger than earlier estimated@4#. For this
reason, we have included the dominant magnetic part of
Breit interaction ~the so-called Gaunt interaction! at all
stages of the present calculation. The Dirac-Fock equat
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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TABLE I. Spectrum of Tl for Coulomb and Coulomb-Gaunt potentials. The ground-state three-ele
binding energyuEvalu corresponds to the sum of the first-three ionization potentials. For other levels, we
transition frequenciesD. The effective Hamiltonian for valence electrons is calculated for the energyEval

521.64 a.u.

CI1MBPT Experiment
C C-G

6p1/2 uEvalu (a.u.) 2.0742 2.0720 2.0722 @22#

6p3/2 7925 7836 7793
7s1/2 26583 26455 26478
7p1/2 D ~1/cm! 34193 34087 34160 @23#

7p3/2 35215 35098 35161
6d3/2 36363 36208 36118
6d5/2 36469 36321 36200
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were solved in the Coulomb-Gaunt approximation for t
ground state of the Tl1 ion ~the VN21 approximation! with
the help of the code described in Ref.@15#.

We used different basis sets for the CI and MBPT parts
the calculation. That enabled us to improve the CI conv
gence without having an enormous Hamiltonian matrix. T
core and valence orbitals were taken from the numerical
lution of the Dirac-Fock equations on a radial grid. The
basis set included virtual orbitals formed using the meth
suggested in Ref.@16#, while virtual states for the MBPT
basis set were formed fromB splines@17#. The Dirac-Fock
Coulomb-Gaunt Hamiltonian was diagonalized on both s
Two different variants of the MBPT basis set were used
calculating diagrams for the effective Hamiltonian and
solving the random-phase approximation~RPA! equations.
The former included partial waves withl 55, while the latter
included more orbitals but was restricted tol<4.

We use the Brillouin-Wigner variant of MBPT. In thi
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formalism, the effective Hamiltonian for the valence ele
trons is symmetric but energy dependent. It was shown
lier @18# that the accuracy of the theory can be improved
calculating the Hamiltonian at shifted energies. The optim
valence energy for Tl was found to be21.64 a.u.

For some observables such as polarizabilities, Sta
induced amplitudes, and PNC amplitudes, one needs to
over intermediate states or solve the corresponding inho
geneous equations~Sternheimer@19# or Dalgarno-Lewis@20#
method!. Here we apply the Sternheimer-Dalgarno-Lew
method to the valence part of the problem as described
@13,21#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Test calculations of the spectrum and observables
To control the accuracy of our calculation of the PN

amplitude, we calculated as many different observables
g
TABLE II. Hyperfine constants for205Tl ~MHz!. First row gives Dirac-Fock values and the followin
rows give various corrections described in the text.

A6p1/2
A6p3/2

A7s1/2
A7p1/2

A7p3/2
A6d3/2

A6d5/2

DF 17339 1291 7579 1940 187 21 9
CI 924 21369 3799 2102 112 2185 391
Heff 3428 245 765 331 256 114 2226
ARPA 959 359 1031 103 73 5 15
As 21071 231 2269 292 29 3 25
Asbt 21389 2161 275 2113 219 219 28
Atp 1731 120 222 133 4 21 7
ASR 209 88 229 14 6 21 0
Norm. 2467 24 2113 220 23 0 0

Total 21663 248 12666 2193 295 241 183
Theor.a 21760 21919 12470 2070 195
Theor.b 21300 339 12760
Theor.c 21623 264 12307 2157 315 235 184
Expt. 21311 265 12297 2155 309 243 229

aReference@24#.
bReference@25#.
cReference@12#.
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TABLE III. Reduced matrix elements forE1 amplitudes inL gauge~a.u.!.

DF CI Total Theor. Expt.

6p1/2→7s1/2 2.049 1.863 1.77 1.72a 1.81~2!c

1.78b

→6d3/2 2.722 2.454 2.30 2.39a 2.30~9!c

6p3/2→7s1/2 3.966 3.466 3.35 3.18a 3.28~4!c

3.31b

→6d3/2 1.633 1.472 1.40 1.39a 1.38~7!c

→6d5/2 4.840 4.292 4.08 4.0~2!c

3.8~2!d

7p1/2→7s1/2 6.618 6.152 5.96 5.87~8!e

→6d3/2 11.980 10.874 10.86
7p3/2→7s1/2 8.794 8.252 7.98 7.88~11!e

→6d3/2 5.395 4.887 4.90
→6d5/2 16.300 14.799 14.88

aReference@26#.
bReference@25#.
cReferences@27,28#.
dReference@29#.
eReference@30#.
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possible. These results are presented in Tables I–IV. T
are some differences with earlier calculations@11,12#. First,
we use the Coulomb-Gaunt potential here instead of the C
lomb potential used in those earlier calculations. In Tabl
we compare our theoretical Coulomb-Gaunt energies w
the measured spectrum@22,23#. We also give Coulomb ener
gies for comparison. One can see that the Gaunt correctio
the fine structure is rather large, especially for the grou
state. Both splittings 6p1/2-6p3/2 and 7p1/2-7p3/2 are signifi-
cantly improved when the Gaunt interaction is included. T
overall agreement with experiment is also improved, thou
not as dramatically.

Tables II and III present results of our calculations
hyperfine structure constants andE1 amplitudes. In Table II,
we list all corrections to the initial Dirac-Fock values of h
perfine constants@24,25#. The CI correction accounts fo
mixing of configurations. TheHeff correction corresponds t
the solution of the CI equations with the effective Ham
tonian and accounts for core polarization effects. The
maining corrections correspond to the different terms in
effective operator of the hyperfine interaction@12#. In this
calculation we included the structural radiation (ASR) correc-
tion @26#, which was omitted in@12#. The most-important
contributions are associated with the RPA and the Brueck

TABLE IV. Polarizabilities of the 6pj levels of Tl in a.u..
Atomic polarizability includes valence and core contributions. T
columndCore accounts for the change of the core polarization
to the fact that some valence orbitals are occupied.

Valence Core dCore Total Expt.@31#

a0(6p1/2) 43.47 6.23 20.51 49.2
a0(6p3/2) 73.79 6.23 20.48 79.6
a2(6p3/2) 225.04 0 0.06 225.0 224.2(3)
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(As) corrections to the effective operator. Two other lar
contributions from subtraction (Asbt) and two-particle cor-
rections (Atp) almost cancel each other.

One can see that the Dirac-Fock approximation for
hyperfine constants works reasonably well only for 6p1/2 and
7p1/2 levels. For some of the other levels, even the sign a
order of magnitude of the constants are wrong. That affe
the final accuracy of the theory, which is better than 2%
the np1/2 levels, about 3% for the 7s level, and worse for
other small constants. It is actually quite surprising, that
CI and MBPT method gives rather accurate values e
when the Dirac-Fock approximation fails completely.

The MBPT corrections to theE1 amplitudes in the length
gauge are much smaller than for the hyperfine constants
the final values are closer to the initial Dirac-Fock one
Usually, theV form of theE1 amplitude is less accurate fo
the optical transitions in neutral atoms. Therefore, we u
the L form for the calculations presented in Table III. Acc
rate experimental results are available only for thenpj→7s

e

TABLE V. ( E1PNC) amplitude for 6p1/2→6p3/2 transition in
205Tl in the units i310211(2Qw /N) a.u.

Right-hand side: HPu6p1/2& HPu6p3/2&

CI 234.20 229.88
Heff & RPA 27.26 10.01
Brueckner 11.29 11.12
Subtraction 11.03 10.77
Two particle 20.29 20.53
Struc. Radiation 20.04 20.02
Core sum 20.16 10.06
Subtotal 268.1
Normalization 11.4
Total 266.7
7-3
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amplitudes@27–30#. For these four amplitudes the differenc
between theory and experiment is within 2%. Taking in
account the smallness of the MBPT corrections to theE1
amplitudes, we assume this to be the characteristic accu
of the theory forE1 amplitudes.

As an additional test of the theory, we calculated the t
sor polarizability of the 6p3/2 level, which was accurately
measured by Gould@31# ~see Table IV!. The contribution to
the polarizability was calculated by solving the inhomog
neous equation for the effective operators in the vale
space. The core contribution was calculated as a direct
of the RPA amplitudes over Dirac-Fock virtual orbital
When calculating the polarizability of the core of the neut
atom, we should exclude occupied states from the sum o
the intermediate states. The corresponding correction
given in the columndCore of Table IV. The 3.3% differenc
between theory and experiment fora2(6p3/2) is consistent
with our estimate of the theoretical accuracy of theE1 am-
plitudes, considering the fact that the experimental erro
1.2%. It should be noted, in regard to our error estimate
the PNC amplitude, that the tensor polarizability is a qu
dratic function of the electric field so errors in the compon
E1 amplitudes are doubled in polarizability calculations. T
corresponding errors in the PNC sum over states fromE1
andHP matrix elements are anticorrelated since MBPT c
rections toE1 andHP matrix elements usually have opposi
signs. Thus, for the PNC amplitude, the two errors can
added in quadrature.

We have omitted all-three-particle diagrams in the eff
tive Hamiltonian. These diagrams are strongly suppresse
the small overlap between valence and core orbitals@11#. We
calculated these diagrams for the small number of lead
configurations and determined corrections to the ener
and to the hyperfine constants. The valence energies cha
by ;1024 a.u. and corrections to the hyperfine consta
were on the order of a few MHz, confirming that thre
particle corrections for Tl are well below the accuracy of t
present calculation. We, therefore, neglected three-par
diagrams in all other calculations.

B. PNC amplitude

The PNC interaction of the electron with the weak cha
of the nucleus has the form:

HP52
GF

2A2
QWg5r~r !, ~5!

whereGF52.2225310214 a.u. is the Fermi constant of th
weak interaction,g5 is the Dirac matrix, andr(r ) is the
neutron density of the nucleus. Calculation of the PNC a
plitude is similar to calculation of polarizabilities. First, w
must determine the effective operatorHP,eff for the PNC in-
teraction of the valence electrons with the nucleus in
same way that we determined effective operators for the
perfine interaction and the electric-dipole-moment operat
We must then solve the RPA equations for the operator~5!,
calculate the BruecknerHP,s , subtraction HP,sbt, two-
particleHP,tp , and structural radiationHP,SR corrections.
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Once the effective operators are formed, we solve t
inhomogeneous equations:

~E6p1/2
2Heff!C6p1/2 ,m

(P) 5HP,effuC6p1/2 ,m&, ~6!

~E6p3/2
2Heff!C6p3/2 ,m

(P) 5HP,effuC6p3/2 ,m&. ~7!

Afterward, the PNC amplitude (E1)PNC for the 6p1/2
→6p3/2 transition can be readily calculated with the help
the ~effective! electric-dipole-moment operatorD52er :

~E1!PNC5^C6p3/2
uuDeffuuC6p1/2

(P) &1^C6p3/2

(P) uuDeffuuC6p1/2
&.
~8!

Alternatively, instead of Eqs.~6! and ~7! we can solve
inhomogeneous equations with the operatorDeff,0 on the
right-hand side. The reduced matrix element of the PNC a
plitude is then given by

E1PNC5~21!(3/2)2mS 3

2
1

1

2

2m 0 m
D 21

3~^C6p3/2

(D) uHP,effuC6p1/2
&1^C6p3/2

uHP,effuC6p1/2

(D) &!.

~9!

Equations~8! and ~9! should give identical results; a com
parison of results obtained using the two equivalent meth
can be used to check numerical accuracy of the calculati
On the other hand, it is easier to calculate the two-part
part of the operatorHP,eff using Eq.~9! and the two-particle
part of the operatorDeff using Eq.~8!. The results of the
calculation based on Eqs.~6!–~8! are given in Table V. The
inhomogeneous equations~6! and~7! do not account for the
sum over intermediate core states. This sum was calcul
explicitly in the RPA approximation and the correspondi
results are also given in Table V.

1. Accuracy of the calculation

The principal theoretical uncertainty in calculations f
atoms such as Tl is associated with higher orders in the
sidual two-electron interaction. The effective opera
method accounts for some-important higher-order MB
corrections. The valence-valence correlations are consid
nonperturbatively within the CI method. In addition, by d
agonalizing the effective Hamiltonian, we account f
Brueckner and screening correction to all orders. The R
equations for the PNC and the electric-dipole interactio
effectively sum infinite chains of diagrams. However, a
ready in third-order MBPT, there are diagrams that are
glected here.

It is known that for neutral atoms, the residual tw
electron interaction is not small and it is very difficult t
estimate the accuracy of different approximate metho
Therefore, we made a number of test calculations descr
above. We have seen that, even for hyperfine structure
stants where the MBPT corrections are huge, the accurac
the theory for the large constants is still about 2–3%, wh
7-4
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for the E1 amplitudes the accuracy is better than 2%. A
cording to Table V, the MBPT corrections to the PNC a
plitude are rather small. Therefore, we estimate the e
caused by the neglect of the higher-order terms in the
sidual interaction to be about 2%.

The other possible sources of errors are QED correct
and the nuclear-size effects. Below, we discuss both of th
in some detail.

2. QED corrections to PNC amplitude

The most-important radiative corrections to the PNC
teraction given in Eq.~5! correspond to very-small distance
and should be calculated within the electroweak theo
These corrections lead to scaling of the weak charge of
nucleus. The leading-order~tree-level! value of the weak
charge for205Tl is

QW~0!52N1Z~124sin2uW!52117.9, ~10!

whereN and Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons
the nucleus. The Weinberg angleuW here is taken at the
energy ofZ pole. Radiative corrections changeQW(0) by
1%; the resulting value, taken from Ref.@9#, is given in Eq.
~4!.

In addition to these radiative corrections, there are
QED radiative corrections specific to heavy atoms@32,33#.
These corrections are dominated by vacuum-polarization
fects and for hydrogen-like ions withZ'80 were calculated
to be 0.9%@33#. For the valence electron of a neutral ato
screening of the vacuum-polarization potential by relaxat
of the core should be taken into account. It was recen
shown that for the Breit interaction this screening sign
cantly reduces corrections to the valence amplitudes@6,7,34#.
Thus, the actual radiative corrections to the PNC amplitu
in Tl could be few-times smaller.

Finally, there is the Breit correction to the PNC amplitud
The magnetic part of the Breit interaction~the Gaunt inter-
action! is known to be larger than the neglected retardat
part of the Breit operator@34# by a factor of three or more
As we pointed out above, the Gaunt interaction should
included self-consistently at all stages of calculations. I
difficult to isolate the Gaunt correction in the self-consiste
approach. To do that, one must repeat all calculations in
Coulomb approximation and take a difference. The calcu
tions for Tl are rather time consuming, so for the Coulom
case we did only the CI calculation. At that level of appro
mation, the Gaunt correction to the PNC amplitude w
about 20.5%. We think that the overall Gaunt correctio
may be up to two-times larger. The retardation correcti
which is neglected here, should be at least few-times sma
than the Gaunt correction and the total uncertainty fr
QED effects should be within 1%.

3. Nuclear-size effects

The PNC amplitude is sensitive to both proton and n
tron distributions: the former determines electronic-wa
function inside the nucleus and the latter determines
weak-charge distribution in Eq.~5!. In our calculations we
approximate the nucleus205Tl by a uniform ball of the radius
05210
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0.133431023 a.u. This value corresponds to a root-mea
square charge radiusr N55.470(5) fm@35#.

This model assumes that~i! proton and neutron radii o
the nucleus are the same:r N

(p)5r N
(n)5r N , and~ii ! the nucleus

has a sharp edge. Generally speaking, both assumption
incorrect. Therefore, it is important to estimate the err
associated with each of them. That was recently done
Refs.@36,37#:

d~E1!PNC

E1PNC
'20.39

dr N

r N
20.14

r N
(n)2r N

(p)

r N
10.03h, ~11!

h5
21

25

^r N
4 &

^r N
2 &2

21. ~12!

The first two terms in Eq.~11! give the dependence of th
PNC amplitude on the nuclear radiusr N and on the differ-
encer N

(n)2r N
(p) . At present there are no accurate experime

tal data on neutron radii. However, theory predicts that
heavy nucleir N

(n)2r N
(p)'0.120.3 fm @37#. The parameterh

is defined so that it vanishes for a uniform distribution@36#,
therefore, the last term in Eq.~11! describes the dependenc
of the PNC amplitude on the details of the nuclear distrib
tion. For a real nucleus,h is about 0.1@37#.

Substituting into Eq.~11!, we find that the correction to
the PNC amplitude from the details of the nucleon distrib
tion is

d~E1!PNC

~E1!PNC
'20.003~2!. ~13!

This correction is seen to be small in comparison with ot
ones.

IV. CONCLUSION

Our final value for the PNC amplitude of the 6p1/2
→6p3/2 transition is in good agreement with the mos
accurate previous calculation of Dzubaet al. @26# ~the refer-
ences to earlier calculations can be found in@38#!:

~E1!PNC

i 10211~2Qw /N!
5H 2~66.761.7! this work,

2~66.162.0! Dzubaet al.
~14!

In the experiment the following ratio is measured:

R[ImS ~E1!PNC

M1 D , ~15!

where M1 is the 6p1/2→6p3/2 magnetic-dipole transition
amplitude. We have calculated this amplitude in two diffe
ent ways. First, we did the CI and MBPT calculation usi
the effective Hamiltonian. Second, we did a third-ord
MBPT calculation in which Tl was treated as a one-electr
atom:

M15H 4.14531023 a.u. CI1MBPT-II,

4.14931023 a.u. MBPT-III.
~16!
7-5
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These two calculations account for different correlation
fects, but give very close results. In general, the amplitu
for the allowedM1 transitions are very stable and can
calculated quite reliably. The experimental value of this a
plitude follows from the measurements of the quadrup
amplitude E2 @39# and the ratio x[@v/(2A3c)#(E2)/
(M1) @40#:

E2513.29~3!

x50.2387~40!
D⇒M154.16~7!31023, ~17!

which is in agreement with theoretical results of Eq.~16!.
Using the theoretical value for theM1 amplitude~16! and

the standard-model value of the weak charge~4!, we get the
following result for the PNC rateR:

R~QW52116.7!5215.2~4!31028. ~18!

The experimentally measured PNC rate for the 6p1/2
→6p3/2 transitions is

R5H 214.68~17!, Vetter et al. @1#,

215.68~45!, Edwards et al. @2#.
~19!

These experimental results formally contradict one anot
Recently, Majumder and Tsai suggested@40# that the discrep-
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ancy could be due to the different values of the parametex
used in the analysis by two groups. They accurately m
suredx ~17! and used their value to rescale the experimen
result from Ref.@2# to find

R5214.71~45!, Majumder and Tsai@40#. ~20!

This scaled value is in agreement with the measurement@1#,
where a nearly identical value ofx was used, and all three
values are in agreement with the theoretical result~18! for
the QW5QW

SM. We use the best experimental result@1# to-
gether with our calculation~18! to derive the experimenta
value of the weak charge for205Tl:

QW~205Tl!52113~1!expt~3! theor. ~21!
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